Option B and skylined poles
Pole 69 is relocated in Option B.
From:
Written Summary of SP Manweb's Oral Case put at the Issue Specific
Hearing Day 2
Deadline 3 Submission
3.30 It was noted by Ms Gibson, that respondents' main concerns in
relation to this area, have related to effects on the residential visual
amenity of nearby properties, including the skylining in views, and effects
on the adjacent public rights of way network. The line has been routed to
sit as equidistantly as possible between the properties and, where
possible, to avoid more visible elevated areas, in accordance with the
Holford rules. Ms Gibson stated that the Applicant has utilised a small
hollow in the landform on the B4501 to limit views of the line in wider views
across this area, though it was acknowledged by the Applicant that the line
will still be visible and will locally skyline.

SPM s o
e t opposite for Optio A implies some reduction in visual impact by utilising
a small hollow. I have been unable to find a small hollow in the landform on the B4501
road ut it s possi le that the are referri g to a dip i the la d et ee pole 69 a d the
B4501 road (see below). Option B position for pole 69 moves it slightly towards the road
but the effect would still ot “limit views of the line in wider views across this area”.
The original pole location (which their comment presumably applied to) would most
definitely not limit views of the line and is misleading.
For reference, the dip/hollow in landform can be seen in Viewpoint 5 between road and
foreground pylon.
It is also seen in Option B (and Option A) Section Drawing Sheet 10, however the landform
is drawn inaccurately and the relative road elevation and pole position is wrong, although
unsurprisingly it does make it look more fa oura le fro SPM s poi t of ie .

Drawing excerpt from: SP Manweb Comparison Plans CP1-CP5, sheet 4
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No reference to this process in the original DCO or subsequent
documents.

Agreements for re-routing existing 11kV lines
I have recently been informed by SPM that all existing 11kV lines that cross the proposed
132kV route must be rerouted or put underground in order to satisfy safety requirements.
Should the landowner and SPM be unable to reach a voluntary agreement on this SPM
have stated they would apply for a e essar a lea e . As a necessary wayleave
application is to the Secretary of State and could possibly involve a hearing, the whole
process may become time-consuming and affect critical project timescales. Apparently 1218 months is not unusual for an application. No construction of the overhead 132kV line
can begin unless the affected 11kV line has already been undergrounded or otherwise rerouted. I a o er ed hether SPM s proje t ti es ale takes this i to a ou t,
especially if several necessary wayleave applications are required.
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From: Dewi Parry
Sent: 14 November 2015 19:49
To: North Wales Wind Farm Connection
Subject: Information to add to Table 1. from Dewi Parry

In response to the Examiners' request for additional detail to populate Table 1.
For objection number 35 (Dewi Parry,
Existing details in the Table are correct but please also add the following:
Interested Party: Helen M. Parry
Although the Applicant is actioned to supply Plot and Pole details, our understanding is as
follows:
Land Plots: 27; 29; 30
Pole Numbers: 64; 65; 68; 69
Best Regards,
Dewi Parry

